The recovery of identity and relative position from visual input: further evidence for the independence of processing of what and where.
Four experiments examined the manner in which item identity and relative position are recovered from visual input. A successive same/different matching paradigm was designed in which each trial contained a prime and a target display. Each display contained a reference object (i.e., a "+") and a located object (i.e., a letter, which fell to either the right or the left of the "+"). In Experiment 1, subjects carried out identity judgments on the letters. Experiments 2 examined relative position judgments; in Experiment 3, subjects had to judge both item identity and relative position information. Overall, these initial data suggested that identity and positional information are recovered via independent mechanisms and that these operate concurrently. This suggestion was supported by the results of Experiment 4, which in turn disconfirmed an alternative response account of performance.